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Scheduling in the nearish term

- A new NPES schedule is underway to go up to 12/2022
- Uncertainties in budgets, run weeks, approvals and bears oh my… here’s a general approach:
  - Complete high impact running, 2 (4) experiments
  - Try to get as much synergistic science in as possible, i.e. shared configuration
  - Try to provide data for variety of groups/interests/topics
  - 2023 (and beyond!) more open, could start NPS or LAD or continue standard configuration

August – December 2021,
Low base energy – facilitates L/T separations
Pion form factor and scaling combined experiment

May – [December?] 2022
Add in x>1, EMC, CaFe, NucR

Combine earlier?
Some challenges to make target common

Prepare for discussion!